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[CDG+10, Hoh10, Per10]. invention [Nak15, Smi10]. investigation
[UMA+13]. Invited [Wit18]. Ion
[BKRB15, BEJR14, CNRS18, SESE10, Shu17]. Ion-trap [BKRB15].
ionization [BLHE12]. ions [DM10, KSLUS18, SPM+10]. iron [Dai15, Ste11].
iron-based [Dai15]. irradiation [Ama15]. isospectrality [GT10]. itself
[BK10].

Jammed [TS10a, BMHM18, TS10b]. jamming [PZ10]. Jeans [VGG18].
Jerusalem [Har16]. Jet [CNRS18]. John [Mer16, Mer17, Mer93]. journal

Kaon [CEN+12]. Kepler [TS10b, TS10a]. keV [PBB+11]. kinematics
[CG10].
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McD16, Nam09, Nov11, Per12, Rie12, Sch12, Smi10, Win13]. lectures
[Har16]. Leptonic [BFJ12]. level [LPT10]. levels [DMPZ12]. Lévy
Light [BBF+16, FH12, GVMMEK10, RG17, Aka15, CC13, DZ10, FHKE+18,
HSP10, Hel15, JMI18, LMD+13, Met17, Nak15, RLT11]. light-emitting
[RTLL13]. light-harvesting [JM18]. LIGO [Bar18, Tho18, Wei18]. limits
[GN10, PKGR12]. Linac [BBF+16]. linear [KAHN10, SSdRG11]. lines
[JS17]. Liquid
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Quantum
[BAB18, BLW14, CHT11a, CHT11b, CGP+15, CGLM14, CC13, CJC10, CDGT+18, CvD10, DRC17, DM10, FS13, GAN14, HSP10, HHSV17, HCGE17, HGH+12, LKS+15, P50+18, SWM10, SSdRG11, SAP17, Ter15, ZKN17, AL18, BM15, BBGK16a, BBGK16b, BLPV16, Car14, CB17, CTSR16, CDG+18, CvD10, DRC17, DM10, FS13, GAN14, HSP10, HHSV17, HCGE17, HGH+12, LKS+15, P50+18, SWM10, SSdRG11, SAP17, Ter15, ZKN17, AL18, BM15, BBGK16a, BBGK16b, BLPV16, Car14, CB17, CTSR16, CDG+18, DS12, DMHK12, DMM+14, EHM09, EHM14, FSD+18, GML+11, Hal17, Har16, Har13, Hoh10, ISG12, JS17, LMS15, MBC+12, NJBN12, OBC+14, PGFA14, PSSV11, RR15, SRHM10, SKU13, Sat16, UMA+13, WPGP+12, Wen17, Wit18, XAYN13, ZJB14a, ZJB14b, ZDM+13, dVA17].
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radiation [Adh14, Bann17, DESS11, DC11, KAAB+18, OBN16]. Radiative [SF13]. Radioactive [PKGR12].
Random-matrix [Bee15]. range [FPP+10]. ratio [UBS+16].
ray [AvVD+11, MM12, MBSR+18, PMR16, RS10, WAC+16]. Rayleigh [VG18].
rays [CPL+13, LSS11]. reaction [EBD+12, dGW+17].
reactions [BEJR14, MRW10]. readout [LLW18]. Real [EWKK14]. Real-space [EWKK14].
realization [Ama15]. realizations [sMKZ16]. recommended [MTN12].
reconnection [YKJ10]. reconstruction [SF10b].
related [PSM+13]. region [HR10]. related [MPG13, MBC+12].
relations [BLW14, CHT11a, CHT11b, CBTW17]. relativity [CBKvM10].
renormalization [EWKK14, MSH+12, Nis18]. repeaters [SSdRG11].
research [KA12, Wit18]. resolution [Bet15, Moe15].
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[Spr14, DS11]. room [GK18]. root [BLW14]. root-mean-square [BLW14].
Rotating [MM12, ST11]. rotating-drum [ST11]. routes [RHT+18].
Rydberg [SWM10].

Sand [Kao10]. Sap [JBSB+16]. sapphire [Ama15]. scalar [Eng14]. Scaled
[TBC+16]. scales [FZ12]. scaling [Muñ18]. Scanning [OBC+14, vHZ10].
Scattering [BDY18, AvVD+11, RG17, RS10]. scene [Lal14]. Schrödinger’s
[Win13]. science [CH17, DDGS15, FPP+10, Nag17]. scientific [Lal14].
Search [SBD+18, UBS+16, BLMV11]. Searches [FGN10, BH14]. sections
[A+11, EBD+12, FZ12, TBC+16]. Secular [Sel14]. segregation [ST11]. self
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